Enhance the experience for all customers with an
embedded payment solution, with Capita Pay360 Evolve

Who we are

The Pay360 Evolve Platform

Pay360 by Capita has been providing secure payment services for
over 18 years. Trusted by brands big and small, we help our clients
to offer seamless payment experiences across all payment channels.

Pay360 Evolve is a state-of-the-art payment
platform, built in Microsoft Azure cloud. It
seamlessly integrates into your own software.
You integrate once, so that your customers don’t
have to. Removing the complexity of traditional
payment solutions, your customers will then be
onboarded and trading in minutes. And as our
selected partner, you will earn revenue for every
transaction processed through Evolve.

With £11 Billion transacted over our platforms per year, we are the
payment experts.

Expertise in key Microsoft verticals
6,000 clients across a range of verticals including:

Education

Healthcare

Clubs and societies

Finance

Key customers and partners

Onboarding
within minutes

The Pay360 Evolve Advantage
For you
9 Built on Microsoft Azure, it is a scalable, secure payments platform.
9 You integrate once, so your customers don’t have to.
9 Access to a full payments infrastructure for your customers,
directly from your software.

Why Pay360 Evolve?
Customer centric

Inclusive

Speedy onboarding

Integrated

Scalable

Secure

Why payments?
Payments are key to scaling your business, increasing your profitability
and driving long term customer value.
Pay360 are one of the UK’s largest payment providers, trusted to
transact billions of pounds each year.

Our Credentials

9 A rewarding and collaborative partnership, earn revenue with
every pound processed through Evolve.

Pay360 processes over 255 million card transactions worth
£11 Billion every year for companies like these

Contact details
Paul Stephens
Pay360 ISV Director

For your customers

Any payment, anywhere
Pay360 Limited. Registered in England and Wales 03539217
Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, Registration number: 835764
Registered office and correspondence address: 30 Berners Street, London, W1T 3LR

9 Your customers can be onboarded and trading in minutes.
9 Multiple payment options for their customers.
9 Insightful dashboards for improved reporting and simpler reconciliation.

Tel: 07860856755
Email: Paul.Stephens@capita.com
linkedin.com/in/paul-stephens-23509b4
Web: www.pay360.com/partners
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